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INTRODUCTION 

 
"When science enters into your heart and wisdom to be 

sweet to your soul, ask and you shall receive" 
 

Peace and life to all the brothers who read these 
words. The sacred truth is that this message was 
delivered from the infinite cosmos, the God Father and 
Mother Goddess as the message of salvation to 
humanity that has fallen into degeneracy. Only those 
who have the sense to seek God can understand the 
lessons, because they recognize the wisdom which 
does not possess. 
 
This message was delivered in golden language or 
verb (symbolic), that is complex for ordinary humanity, 
so will translated to a language understandable to the 
ordinary human being. 
 
Our goal is that most will get the message and every 
human being to awaken spirituality regardless of their 
religion, and that to Father God and the cosmic Virgin 
there is only one religion: that is the reencounter of 
every person with his or her Inner Divinity. 
 
The message is in the form of dialogue where one 
intervenes and is complemented by the other.  
The wisdom of Christ enlightens you. 
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FATHER:  
 
To You 
That in your prayers you call me for help, to get 
where I AM with my Son, the Christ.  
You've cried and I've regretted asking forgiveness 
for your sins.  
You ask forgiveness in exchange for good deeds 
or promises of them.  
Before I answer you, calm down and harmonize 
yourself in your thinking and your emotional states  
that are altered and prevent you from hearing my 
voice and sentence. Now in this instant, you just 
listen to your ego and what it needs. 
 
MOTHER:  
Every step you take toward God, danger lurks to 
take you down and make you give up, but if you 
decide to change your sins or vices, which is the 
first part of the path to the Christ (the narrow wa y), 
let me tell you that the greatest danger and enemy 
is YOU, letting your own ego convince you or lose 
the will to follow the path to God (the wide way).  
You have keys and means in your power to 
transform and destroy the thieves or vices from the  
Temple.  
DO NOT get distracted trying to figure out how 
close you are and how much spiritual practices 
have to do, just concentrate and one step at a time  
and you will see yourself going up the spiritual 
ladder. 
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Wherever you are, where you live is actually the right 
place to search and meet God because it has 
omnipresence. The pilgrimage is internal (spiritual) no 
external (travel to such city or other). 

FATHER:  

You are blind, deaf and dumb spiritually speaking, you 
have to fill with light your physical and spiritual senses, 
restructure your physical body, which is the temple that 
you have to lift and adjust for the arrival of the Christ in 
you, so you can through the Holy Spirit forge the 
spiritual dresses and walk with me in both the physical 
and spiritual worlds.  

You've been in ignorance or darkness for long, when 
you get the wisdom or light, that's your enlightening 
Christ, which is the true image of GOD Father, is as the 
light that comes on in a dark room that initially bothers 
but you'll end up accepting and adapting without 
obfuscating you, rather searching it to guide your 
decisions in life. 

MOTHER:  

Now you understand that the first death is a law that 
helps mortals to not do the same mistakes forever, and 
you cannot pay for the same crime twice and you can 
start over if you are already too old and your body is 
unusable. Or you must be born twice? Or would you 
rather die twice?  
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The prophet has already chosen, but YOU still don’t 
enter the path of God, believing that you died for sin in 
an illusory form (repressed not dead). Another group 
just waits idle, live his life and let death come by inertia. 

 

FATHER:  

Do not think of reject and not accept what I say 
because you believe that your way is the truth, I must 
tell you that all roads (religions) eventually lead you 
here, to this COSMIC WISDOM, ignore it or be 
indifferent it will be like orphans who want to meet their 
parents.  

There are two paths before you: Use the creative 
energy for spiritual purposes or take the creative 
energy and waste it on the tempting passion. Or do you 
prefer being single (unmarried) thinking that it will 
alleviate your responsibility. 

 

MOTHER:  

In thee this decision and choice  

If you choose the higher and spiritual sexuality, enjoy it, 
raises the cup and drink to the last drop. But you must 
close your psyche and mind to desire, possess worldly 
goods and materialism.  
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Or pick what common people already elected, which is 
give yourself to the beast of lust, orgasmic pleasure 
and materialistic world.  

There are roads and roads, stages and phases, but do 
not let the temptation end your life source. 

 

FATHER:  

It is time to report to the Universal Law; get up 
spiritually or fall into the purification of the end of times. 
In your mind you think there will be pity and 
compassion for you, do not! because in this dimension 
(superior or celestial) we are beyond good and evil, 
beyond the cries, tears, joys and sorrows of humanity, 
beyond the excuses you shall have  for not evolving 
and incarnated the Christ within. These earthly feelings 
correspond and need to be transcended so that you 
can evolve. Behold the sun rising every day and 
enlightens everyone, I'm like the sun that lights you 
since antiquity, but many have chosen to hide in the 
darkness (ignorance) and not receive my blessing. 

 

MOTHER:  

It comes to your mind have children to populate the 
earth, all you accomplish is to feed death, leading the 
mechanical life of birth-growth-having children and die 
without having accomplished really nothing spiritually, 
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as this function of having children can be made by any 
living being, then you will die and you will be just a 
memory and beyond not even that. Remember that the 
matter dies and the spiritual is eternal. 

FATHER:  

You choose your spouse envisioning conquer 
materialism? or your spiritual evolution. If you choose 
the spiritual path by my side, renounce the material 
world and get ready for transforming vices into virtues, 
this is the mystical death.  

You'll have to go through trials all mystical being 
passed to measure their spiritual value and its 
character. 

MOTHER:  

Today I give my gifts, to who has overcome his own 
ego on the cross, which resisted all attacks and vapors 
of the seven elements of nature. Love that is given only 
to those that transcended when meeting defeat, 
betrayal, bitterness, scorn, pain, illness, ridicule, 
persecution, abuse, slander and defamation. To those 
who have raised the spirit and have been recognized 
by the dimensional cosmos, which have persisted with 
his strength, suffering solitude or sun age, the virtuous 
spirit (man or woman in Christ) amid a world of vicious 
animalistic habits (egocentric Male-female). 
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FATHER:  
 
To me comes only after receiving phases whose 
reaction often are slander and defamation, which are 
the ordeal of the air , blows and persecutions that lead 
to displease, which is the ordeal of the earth, sensual 
vices and temptation, thirst for power, they are the 
ordeal of the water, and having mastered uncontrolled 
ambitions, which are the ordeals of fire. 
 
MOTHER:  
Ordeals of these 4 elements are the cross where was 
nailed one that came to me, Jesus Christ . However, 
others with equal or greater hierarchy have lived and 
live this in secret; few know of its existence because it 
suits their honors. Do not think that in the world there 
are only "born once" (physical birth) and "twice-born" 
(born spiritually.) Also exist, add the "one and a half 
born" and the "aborted". Beware of being part of the 
last two, convinced by their Machiavellian language 
(egocentric), since they do not live in this world or the 
other, are lukewarm; are those who really are not 
initiated or profane, the imitators of the Masters, the 
semi-wise, planters of dirty hand, have not discerned 
among the weeds, the followers of the dead word and 
deviants, who covet me and boast of my love, when 
they are not even worthy of this message. 
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FATHER:  

Some use some flashy clothes, necklaces, objects  
named as magical or ritual elements, some proclaims 
are the "sole owners of the truth", believing to have its 
monopoly; those even boast of this teaching, but they 
are only dimensional beggars (materialistic) imploring a 
crumb of wisdom regardless of their origin. 

MOTHER:  

You aren’t going to be a "twice born" standing on the 
head or meditating, these are ways to move energy, or 
in the coffin ceremonies, which are purely symbolic of 
the mystical death, they are part of the grand art of 
nature. Nor going to be twice born by the grace of the 
Holy Spirit as this only comes to you when with the 
waters of life is sublimated. If you want the second birth 
you must be an ALCHEMIST. If you invoke me in full 
sacred action (SEXUAL TANTRA), receive my blessing 
and go your way. 

FATHER:  

You are destined to be an active part of the universe. 
Not all human conceived will be "Christ Men-Women"; 
some with human body are like minerals or pre-
resonant metals in stagnant living. Others are like 
plants only struck by the wind with spiny or poison 
crucial bodies, others are like animals (wolves) and 
other will reach a better state like between plant and 
tame animal (sheep). Before the universe the only 
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thing that matters is your spirit and virtues that 
possesses, all other goes to the grave. 

MOTHER  

If you are looking to God for curiosity, reflect it several 
times: If you do not have the required value, back up, 
shelter in your vanity and your pride. Wander 
physically, look down, and raise your eyes as your 
peers. If you are not balanced, do not aspire to know 
this divine face. Sad is that animal possessed by greed 
or insane curiosity, contemplate even my reflection, 
because It will not ever forget and die tormented by the 
longing to possess me. 

 

If you have already purified and you have prepared, if 
you have eyes to see and ears to hear, if your intention 
is noble and pure, continue relentlessly and know that 
from the moment you cross the door of the occult 
dwelling, I will wait anxiously, as the teenage girlfriend 
with his first love. Search and you will find; don’t do 
prayers and expect things come to you, fight for me. 
You will conquer me by the STRENGTH AND WILL OF 
YOUR DECISION not just by praying. 
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PRAYER TO THE DIVINE MOTHER 
 

Oh, Mother of the Cosmos, root, stem, bud, leaf, flower 
and seed of all that exists, living expression of love, 
you are my refuge and support, help me, guide me, 
enlighten me, infuse your love into my conscious and 
keep me steadfast in this path of light, no matter what 
happens.  
 
My Mother Isis! Mary, I pray for our Lord Christ, it may 
please thee to hear my prayers and requests.  
 
With You my Mother! I'm the hot radiant light 
intensified, as a central beacon to enlighten the path of 
humanity; my crystal waters may not be contaminated. 
  
Beside you I will communicate the purpose of the 
kingdom of heaven. At your side will conquer the 
seventh dimension of Light. 


